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Hi, I’m Soleira Green, author of this book on Genius.  It’s called ‘The Genius 

Game’ because I believe that genius shouldn’t be all serious and 

significant.  It should be fun, like a game, an adventure where you’re 

discovering more about the genius you and the genius us every day.   I 

hope you enjoy going through this book and playing with its concepts, 

which I guarantee will result in your own genius soaring to the forefront of 

your life!  Enjoy the adventure and let the Genius Game begin! 

For a genius world . . . 

Soleira Green 

Co-founder of the Visionary Network and creator of the Genius Game 

www.thevisionarynetwork.com      www.thegeniuscompany.co     www.thegeniusgame.com  
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G.E.N.I.U.S. 

 

G is for Greatness:  You are an awesome, amazing, incredible being … great 

beyond your wildest imaginings.  You have greater work and play to contribute 

here on planet Earth and genius is your portal to the greatness of you! 

 

 

 

E is for Energy:  Genius is about working in the limitless flow of energy and 

ideas.  In streaming genius flow, you have loads of energy, so much so that you’ll 

find yourself feeling alive, exhilarated, and full of zest and zing to make your life an 

exciting adventure. 

 

 

 

N is for NEW:  Living in genius lets you be free of the cultural whispers of the 

past.  You learn to think freely in the NOW and create geniusly in the NEW!  You 

become a genius creator of your own unique body of work and a vibrant new world, 

bringing limitless possibilities to living a genius life. 

 

 

 

I is for Infinite Intelligence:  Genius is infinite intelligence in flow.  

Tapping the genius fields guides your choices and creations brilliantly.  You live your 

life with grace and understanding.  The mysteries of Life and the purpose and 

meaning of existence are all yours as part of your normal daily experience.  Genius 

is yours for the asking.  

 

 

 

U is for Uniqueness:  Genius lets you unleash the wondrousness of YOU!  

Everyone has their own unique genius within them just waiting to pop on through.  

Yours is spectacular!  We can’t wait to hear its song in the world.  And then when all 

the unique geniuses come together, the symphony is extraordinary! 

 

 

 

S is for Super Conscious:  Super conscious living is about bringing the 

magic of synergy and synchronicity to what you do.  You’re sourcing life as the truly 

amazing being that you really are.  The result of this is a generousity of abundance, 

kindness, and creation that flows beautifully into and through you as you source 

your genius into a wondrous new world. 
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A VISION OF GENIUS 

 

Most people think that genius is something that only an exceptionally gifted few are born with.  Some 

believe that genius is a long time in the making ... an arduous, disciplined training over years that makes 

someone a genius in their specific field.   Others may think that genius makes one superior, different 

and even outcast from the norm.   Western education is based on fitting into 'the norm' with a mentally 

focused, memorisation measured process that tends to dampen the wellspring of genius creation.  

 

It's time to blast these old 20th century concepts with the winds of change and introduce a brand 

new, exciting version and vision of genius for the 21st century ... one that every single person on the 

planet can live into!  

... Imagine a world where everyone's genius is celebrated, honoured and included.  

... Imagine that you can access your own genius instantly, easily and graciously.  

... Imagine a learning system where uniqueness is treasured and passions lead the way into creative 

genius expression.  

This 21st century vision of a genius world is in our grasp now.  The key is in understanding where genius 

comes from and how you can stream it on through.   

 

Where does genius come from?  Genius thrives in the air around us.  It's an ocean of possibilities just 

waiting for anyone to dive in and stream on through.  It streams at us, in ever increasing frequency, 

from the Cosmos as a source of infinite intelligence / infinite possibility.  Sometimes its urgings are like a 

whisper and sometimes a shout, urging us towards the fulfilment of our dreams and compelling us 

forward to source our conscious evolution into the NEW.   

 

Those who express geniusly have their receptors switched on and plugged in.  They're operating in live 

streaming genius mode, connecting with the brilliance of Life flowing on through.  Streaming genius 

flow comes automatically and instantly when you switch on and plug in.  It doesn't take years of 

discipline or learning.  It doesn't take a super functioning brain capacity.  It simply takes a willingness to 

create a relationship with the ocean of possibilities, the streaming consciousness of Life, the genius of 

infinite Creation.  While that might sound daunting, especially to those who are still working on getting 

themselves and their lives right, it is in fact the exact opposite of what we might think.  

 

What we give energy to increases, so giving energy to an incomplete and unfulfilled you, gives you 

more of that.  Giving energy to the genius you, gives you all of that and more!  And the power of 

transformation that comes from knowing that every person is an amazing being with incredible 

potential to gift to us all ...that's what will make this a genius world!  

 

Genius / Creation / Cosmos asks us to take on the re-perception of genius in every way throughout 

the world.   It's a big piece of consciousness work that will create a ripple effect that will source the 

future of this world beyond imagining!  So today dive with great joy into the genius'ness of you.  Switch 

on and plug into the living genius stream and make your relationship with a magnificent new you, 

strumming your genius tune for all to hear so that they can recognise in the depths of their brilliant, 

wondrous beings that they are genius too!  
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WHAT IS GENIUS TODAY? 

 

Everyone has genius in them!  We each have our own unique, quirky, wonderful ways of doing / 
creating / evolving things as no one else can.  This is genius!  It's what makes you unique and it's why 
you're alive on planet Earth ... to contribute the unique genius of you! 

 

Our view of and our ability to access genius has been changing over the last decade as we engaged the 
21st century in all its brilliance and potential.  Let’s look at it like this … 

 

Genius 1.0:  Those exceptional, seemingly unexplainable, 'born with it' few who mark the remarkable 
pinnacle of human achievement.  This view doesn’t leave much room for the ‘average’ person to achieve 
and express genius.  In fact, it leaves the rest of us in awe and further from it than ever! 
 
Genius 2.0:  Those special people who flow genius in brilliant artistic ways -- writers, poets, artists, 
musicians, philosophers, futurists, etc.  This kind of genius is a bit more open to others to learn, although 
we still seem to hold others more readily genius than ourselves. 
 
Genius 3.0:  Every person streaming genius ideas, innovation and imagination as a natural way of 
life.  Seven billion geniuses co-creating a genius world.  This view of and access to genius opens up brand 
new horizons for us all.  In this instance, genius isn’t something you work hard at, something you 
discipline yourself at for a lifetime, or even something you’re born with.  It’s a natural flow of connection 
that everyone can step straight into and bring their genius on through. 
 
Genius is not about what you're born with or what you learn and store in your brain.  It’s about your 
connection with all of Life, with energy, with consciousness, with the streaming flow of the NEW.  In 
recent decades we’ve finessed … 

 
*  connecting with the 'big brain' mainframe of living consciousness that surrounds us,  
 
*  tuning into what Life wants to move through us and allowing that genius to flow on through, and   
 
*  reaching out to pluck genius from the genius field, then adding our own passions and brilliance to 
create our unique genius expression! 
 
Today genius is moving from something we pluck from external fields of possibility to a constant, 
streaming genius flow moving through us.  We call this streaming genius ... learning to source all things 
geniusly NEW! 

 
Something new is on offer for us as a race of beings and 
as a world.  Genius today is about what we’re able to 
constantly source newly as genius beings.  In the 21st 
century we hold the potential to generate ourselves as a 
genius race of beings who are sourcing a genius world 
beyond imagining. 
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UNLEASHING YOUR OWN  

UNIQUE, QUIRKY, WILD,  

WONDROUS GENIUS 

 

Becoming Irresistibly You 

 

Genius is everywhere just waiting to pop on through.  It 
germinates inside you.  It floats all around you.  Here are 
some great exercises to help you activate and unleash 
your own amazing genius: 
 

1.  First, do you believe you are a genius?   
If yes, at what?  And maybe there's not just one thing you're genius at, so think big here.  If no, why 
not?  You're just as great as the most awesome genius you know!  Believing that you are and can be a 
genius is 90% of the journey, so don’t let your old thoughts about yourself get in the way here.  Smile at 
yourself in the mirror, click your magic shoes together and say three times “I am a genius.  I am a 
genius.  I am a genius!” 

 

2.  What one thing do you do better than anyone else you know? 
There's an essence, a genius core of you that's unlike anyone else.  In the movie ‘Rise of the Guardians', 
Santa Claus says to Jack Frost 'What's your core?' and then answers 'I am the eyes of wonder bringing 
wonder and magic to the world.'  What's your genius core?  Come on, you know, that very special 
something that you do that’s not like anyone else.  Maybe you’ve never even told anyone else you can 
do this.  So be honest with yourself in this moment, what’s that one special thing for you? 

 

3.  What do you really care about being different in the world -- not from the place of fixing it, but 
from a place of creating it?   
The things you're most passionate about will point you in the direction of your genius.  Don't think 'Oh 
that's too big.  I can't do anything about that.'  Imagine that you can and then follow that golden thread 
into your genius possibility! 

 

4.  Ask someone who knows you and likes you what they think your genius is.   
Often we can't see it for ourselves, so let others give you the heads up on the genius you!  Be sure to 
ask them not to throw any criticism or less than genius assessment into the mix.  It’s your genius we’re 
looking for here! 

 

5.  If you could be a genius in anything at all (really go for it here), what would that be? 
Imagine you already have everything you need to be a genius in this.  There's no learning or higher 
diplomas required, no big money to make it so, no lifetime of learning to get to it.  Your genius is 
already right there germinating right inside of you just waiting for you to come play!  

 

Once you've answered these questions, you should have a good landscape to germinate your genius 
on.  Mostly it's about believing in your genius, making friends with it, and knowing that how you'll bring 
it into existence won't be like anyone else on the planet!  Your genius is uniquely designed just for you 
and breathing it, living it, generating it will make you IRRESISTIBLY YOU!  
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CONNECTING TO YOUR ’BIG BRAIN’ GENIUS 

 

If it’s any consolation to you, I never thought that I'd be a genius creator, a writer of books, a thinker 

of new thoughts, a generator of new possibilities for the world.  For those in doubt that they can be, I 

was a normal, small town Canadian girl until one day Genius gripped me by the shoulders and said 

'Get Going Gal'.  And here I am hosting the Global Genius Games www.thegeniusgame.com because I 

know now how easy it is to move from normal to genius creator and from ordinary to extraordinary.    

Everyone not only can do it, but must do it to make the 21st century into the world of our dreams and 

desires! 

 

What are the secrets to genius connection? 

 

In order to begin the Genius journey, you have to be OPEN TO LIFE!  In the short term, that means 

connecting with the stream of Life.  In the longer term, that means falling in love with Life!  Being 

thrilled to be alive!  So let’s get you connected to the stream of Life! 

 

1. First, think of something you absolutely love!  Let that light you up from the inside out.  Feel 

the sparkle of that run all the way through you.  In fact, exhilarate it even more if you can. 

2. Next, imagine you’re standing on a beautiful beach or on a mountain side.  Feel how that 

feels .. the openness, the expansion, the connection.   Breathe in the energy, the smell, the feel 

of Life thriving throughout this gorgeous planet! 

3. Finally, reach out with your awareness into our amazing Cosmos, so full of star nurseries, 

galaxies, and the swirling forces of Creation.  Make a new relationship with the Cosmos as the 

source of Creation and let that connection flow on through you. 

 

Just in case you’d like a more practical example of how to connect with Genius, how’s this?  Imagine 

that your brain is like a computer that may not be plugged into the internet yet.  Take a deep breath 

and let your whole being (your body, your mind, your inner self, and your greater, vaster being) … all 

of you … plug into the vast streaming internet flow of consciousness, of Life that’s all around you.   We 

literally swim in an ocean of potential and possibilities.  Now make your broadband connection with 

all of you to all of it and see what happens. 

 

You are now plugged in to ‘your BIG brain’.  This is you connected to 

infinite intelligence and the streaming flow of new ideas, innovation and 

imagination, ready to stream on through.  This is you plugged in with your 

receptors switched on, ready to receive the genius inflow that’s just 

waiting to be downloaded! 

 

http://www.thegeniusgame.com
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ACCESSING INFINITE INTELLIGENCE 

 

In order to grasp the concept of streaming genius, you want to 

understand the concept and reality of infinite intelligence.  If 

you believe, as so many in western society do, that the mind is 

the centre of intelligence, then accessing infinite intelligence 

won’t make much sense to you.  But, if you’ve plugged into your 

Big Brain, then streaming infinite intelligence is what results. 

 

Let’s again use a computer analogy here.  Imagine your brain is the computer with the things you’ve 

learned in life as the installed software.  But if the computer (your brain) isn’t hooked up to the internet 

(streaming consciousness), then it only has what it’s already learned and to get more knowledge, you 

have to learn more (read books, take courses, etc.).  But if the computer (your brain) is hooked up to the 

Big Brain (all of you — brain, heart, physicality, being and consciousness), then you have instant access 

to infinite intelligence. 

 

What is infinite intelligence and what does it have to do with streaming genius? 

 

Infinite intelligence is all knowledge, all knowing, all wisdom of anything that has ever been or will be.  

It’s a greater source of understanding, ideas, potential, possibilities and more!  Every one of us has the 

capacity to tap infinite intelligence — it exists quite simply in the space all around us — and to bring it 

through as a natural part of daily life! 

 

Everything that has ever been thought or created is stored in consciousness.  All potential (yours, others, 

the Earth’s, the Cosmos’) is sitting in the oceans of potential that we swim in every day.  Every idea, new 

possibility or brilliant creation yet to come pulses in the genius fields waiting to be streamed on through.  

If you thought that the space around you was empty, then you’ve been missing some of the best stuff in 

life!  The space around you is full of wonders and delights, offering you … 

 brilliant understanding from a greater perspective and higher vibe, 

 genius ideas, names for things, new products and services,  

 artistic creations like books, paintings, poetry, music and more! 

All of this streams from the genius fields and the ocean of potential to capture our attention so we can 

bring it on through. 

 

To access infinite intelligence, ask a question you’d like an answer to — not a future question as this isn’t 

about prediction, it’s about creation.  Then plug into the Big Brain.  Surrender your thinking mind and 

allow every cell of you to engage with the streaming intelligence.  It’s not about having no thoughts.  It’s 

about using all of you as the thought creator.  This is more of a feeling thing than a thinking thing, so 

move your energy from your brain/head area to the whole of you.  Then ask for an answer to that 

question.  Trust what you get.  Don’t think ‘Oh no that can’t be true.’  Listen with all of you and then 

assess it afterwards.  Play with this.  Practice it and you’ll be amazed how your life will alter brilliantly 

because of it! 
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LIVING IN THE NEW’NIVERSE! 

 

Believing in infinite intelligence means you also learn to believe that everything is purposeful, that 

everything that happens to us is leading us to a greater place.  It’s not quite like there’s a grand plan 

already completely set because we’re the agents that stir the mix to determine what will be created 

and made real.  But if there is a grand plan, I believe it includes having every one of us learn to connect 

to infinite intelligence to inform our genius creations and invent the NEW for an unimaginable future. 

 

What if there literally is a streaming flow of all things NEW just waiting 

to come on through to anyone who puts their hands up for it?  From 

years of genius creation and genius expression, I know this to be true!  

What if we’re actually living in a NEW’niverse where all things are 

constantly streaming towards the next new everything!  I've heard it 

said in the past that there's nothing NEW in the universe, just things we 

haven't experienced yet.  But I believe that part of our glorious evolution 

is learning to source, create, and be a Maker for all things NEW.   We’re 

learning to stretch beyond the known and call genius wave pulses of new possibility into our living 

creations.  

 

Here are some tips for living brilliantly in this ever evolving NEW'niverse:  

1.  Learn to recognise when you're being captured by a cultural whisper (something from the past 

that's roaming around in consciousness) versus a true 'in the moment' thought.  We call this free 

thinking ... the ability to create new thought, free of all previous encapsulating thoughts, beliefs or 

concepts.  

2.  Seek change as an exciting journey of creation that gives you loads of great energy to fulfil what 

you’re up to.  

3.   Expand your conscious awareness beyond what's known and learn to pluck brand new ideas and 

possibilities from the genius field.  Let genius flood your whole being versus accessing things only with 

your mind.  

 

Now you’re ready for streaming genius flow: 

1.  Surrender yourself.  There's no you reaching for genius.  It's not about losing yourself.  It's about 

becoming the whole of Life first and then you become more of you as you do that! 

2.  Connect to the stream of Life but also to the streaming flow of the forever NEW coming on 

through.  The genius act is drawing the stream of the NEW towards you. 

3.  Create a partnership with the stream.  It's a dance - the streaming flow of the forever NEW and the 

unleashed flow of you meet, merge and dance together in the creative stream.  You're adding the 

flavour of you to the flavour of forever! 

4.  And then you sing its song -- let it flow right on through you and into the world -- and that might be 

in any form of expression that suits you.  You get to bring it on through as the unleashed expression of 

the passionate, brilliant, genius you!  
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Ideas, Innovation & Imagination 

 

What is genius and where does it come from? 

 

There are many ways of bringing genius through and many 

places to capture it from.  Genius can take the form of (my 

definitions) . . . 

 ideas (new concepts, designs, products, services, names),  

 innovation (coming up with brand new ways of doing 

things) and  

 imagination (books, poetry, music, art, and just about anything artistic, creative, and fantastical). 

 

Here are the some of the dictionary definitions to give us a sense of what we’re looking for on the 

genius journey . . . 

Idea:  (catch this one!)  A transcendent entity that is a real pattern of which existing things are 

imperfect representations (hmmm, is an idea a perfect being just waiting to be birthed?!!);  a 

formulated thought or option;  a visible representation of a conception. 

Innovation:  The introduction of something new;  a new idea, method or device. 

Imagination:  The act or power of forming a mental image of something not present to the senses 

or never before wholly perceived in reality;  a creative ability. 

 

In my world of genius, none of these things come from or originate in the mind.  That’s the biggest 

misconception of genius in our modern world.  Genius does not come from the brain!  It does end up 

there in our conscious awareness, but that’s not its origin point.  So where does genius come from 

then?  It waits for us to connect with it.  Sometimes it does lie inside of us, deep within, geminating 

like a seed waiting for springtime.  In these cases it’s really YOUR genius and you’re here to bring this 

one through.  In other cases, genius is floating in the air around us or way out there in the land of 

beyond, waiting patiently for someone to reach for its shimmer and give it the breath of Life! 

 

Take J. K. Rowling, the author of Harry Potter, as an example.  She says she downloaded Harry Potter 

on a train one day!  She was ready ... she had the skills, the passion, the curiosity, the willingness … 

and the genius that is Harry Potter poured on through.  Now if it had been me that brought that one 

through, the name might be different and there would be loads more dragons in it for sure.   That’s 

how we each add our own unique flavour to the download. 

 

Another way to do this is to pluck genius ideas from the field of genius.  Or open up the flow to the 

deep wells of Creation.  It’s like opening the portals, the doorways, to that which wants to come on 

through as genius for a wondrous new world.  Let’s explore then a treasure map for genius and see it 

where it leads us. 
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A Treasure Map for Genius 

 

Let’s create a treasure map of genius so you know where to look for these things: 

 

The Ocean of Genius:  Assume there’s at least one great big ocean of genius floating around out 

there just waiting for you to dive in and play  There may in fact be streams, rivers, ponds, pools, 

waterfalls and multiple oceans in many, many places.  But for the sake of ease, let’s just call it the Ocean 

of Genius for now.  To connect to the Ocean of Genius means that every cell of you (body, mind, heart, 

essence, being, DNA, cells — all of you) needs to connect with every cell of Life, of everything 

everywhere.  Immerse yourself in the wonders of Life,  

swim in the waters of unmanifest potential, leap in 

the waves of genius creation.  Imagine it now.  You’re 

paddling in the sun in a turquoise sea and everywhere 

around you genius swims by, waving its tail, leaping 

into the sky, to get your attention). 

 

The Deep Pools of Creation:   Deep inside of us … not just the inside of you, but the deep eternal 

well that springs up within every single person … lies access to the waves 

and whooshes of Creation.  Before you begin any search for genius in 

any form, make your connection with the Deep Eternal Pools of Creation 

within.  Imagine it’s a mysterious place of deep wonder and awe, of the 

forever pure nature of Life, of the germination point of ideas, where the 

energy that makes the grass grow comes from.  It’s like a fantasy realm 

where all of current reality is suspended and all possibilities are alive in 

their newly made, magical state, just waiting for you to come carry them 

through. 

 

The Realm of Limitless Possibilities in the Great Beyond:  

Then there’s reaching way, way out there … beyond anything known 

… into the realm of limitless possibilities … cosmic ooze just waiting to 

be sculpted into Life form by you!  For this journey, you have to make 

a GRAND connection with the Cosmos as a living, sentient being and 

then travel off its edges into beyond where genius roars in silence 

across forever!   

 

You’ll find as you follow this treasure map, that genius will come to you in various stages of completion.  

Some genius is brand spanking new, hardly even birthed yet.  Other genius is fully formed and ready to 

go.  While some is like a teenager, ripe for development and antsy to get going!  The key is to have a ball 

on the genius journey and wander through new territory with great abandon.  Because this is where the 

pioneers / designers / shapers / creators of the future play! 
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The Genius Game Recap So Far 

 

Genius lies like a dormant sub-programme, not yet activated, in every single person.  We’re showing you 

how to get your own and others’ genius programme to 'go live', placing it in the foreground of your daily 

living, popping you into the streaming genius flow in everything you do.  Let’s have a recap of where 

we’ve gotten to with it so far in the Genius Game . . .  

 

1.  You’ve stepped onto the Genius Game gameboard simply by going through this ebook.  That sets 

your intention for the game to begin and gets the energy in flow!  This is a biggie because you’ve now 

entered the Genius Game matrix!  Go team Genii! 

2.  You’ve aligned to and gained an understanding of a new kind of streaming genius that’s available to 

everyone now! 

3.  You’ve walked through the exercises to unleash your own unique, quirky, wildly wondrous genius.  

Do you feel like you’ve found that yet?  If not, try a couple of different things:   

 Have a coaching session with me and we’ll get to it in a single 

session — you’ll find my coaching details at 

www.soleiragreen.com/coaching.html 

 Get someone else to see it for you.  

 Try our Global Genius Game group on Facebook where we 

host genius flash mobs for people, tuning into their unique 

genius and feeding it back to them. 

4.  You’ve learned how to connect with the ‘Big Brain’ consciousness where genius soars. 

5.  You’ve aligned yourself to the streaming flow of the NEW coming on through. 

6.  You’ve journeyed through the treasure map of genius to find its buried treasure! 

 

Finally, here’s a bit of genius inspiration to drive you on with passion and curiosity into the next steps in 

the Game . . .  Genius Calls. 

 

Genius calls to you to beckon its dreams, to thread its streams into wonders yet untold and new stories 

that shape the power of future creation. 

 

Genius asks you to reach to the stars to draw through their mysteries so that science can merge with 

deep understanding and bold new creation. 

 

Genius requires you surrender your smallness to gasp in the awe of what you are waiting to become. 

 

Genius waits to take your hands and dance you into your rightful place amongst the stars -- for it is 

only when all peoples -- all genders -- all ages rise to stand in Genius' glory that our world will chart 

amazing new horizons and see Life emerge like never before.  Here's to 7 billion geniuses shaping our 

world and our journey into the stars with wonder, grace and a respect for all Life inherent within us all.  

http://www.soleiragreen.com/coaching.html
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GENIUS LIVING TIPS 

 

Ok, it's time to start living as a genius in a genius world.  
Here are some great genius living tips to help make that 
work wonderfully for you. 

 

1.  Know that you are a genius.  Believe it, express it, live it 
in every moment of your life!  Don’t doubt it or assess 
yourself otherwise from this moment on.  You ARE a 
genius and that’s all there is to it! 
 
2.  Keep yourself in the high vibe because genius streams 
from here.  Do some simple daily exercises to let your 
energy soar!  Think of something you love.  Do something 
you love.  Imagine you’re on vacation in the most 
incredibly beautiful place in the world.  All of these are 
great ways to help you to live in high vibe energy and 
that’s where genius LOVES to play!  
 

3.  Be totally and completely YOU!  Expression is everything with genius flow, so follow the flow of 
what's right for you in every moment.  Genius doesn’t tend to engage in disingenuous circumstances, 
so always look for what expresses you in the most passionately YOU ways! 
 
4.  Don't judge yourself or others ... that will drop you right out of genius mode.  When you get 
frustrated or confused ... stop, expand, get bigger and ask 'What is this for?'  Everything happens for a 
greater purpose and the sooner we get in touch with that the more graciously it all flows. 
 
5.  Be aware of how you're choosing to perceive a situation.  By flipping your perspective to a greater 
view, the whole situation can flip on a dime into its potential. 
 
6.  Revel in the joy of living in the here and now!  Be light about things.  Don't take life all serious and 
significant.  Instead be in the awe and wonder of Life and genius will stream on through you.   
 
7.  Learn to live magically, sourcing Life in incredible new ways.  Be up to something greater that 
sources a wonderful new world.  You'll be amazed at how that will fill you up with energy, genius ideas 
and greater vision.   
 
8.  Be willing to see everyone you meet as a genius creator, no matter how they're choosing to show 
up.  Seeing others in their brilliance not only has them show up fabulously in life, but you get to show 
up amazingly too! 
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A CREATIONAL WORLD 

 

Hopefully you’re now all set to live as a genius in a genius world.  This is 

a world in which the old silently drifts into oblivion as the NEW soars 

into play.  Your piece of the game is to geniusly create a vibrant new 

world, in whatever part is yours to play.  I call this a creational world, a 

world in which all things are solvable through genius creation.  Here are a few tips to orient you to living 

and creating geniusly in a world of your own making! 

 

I often wonder why when something happens we revert instantly to the emotional / psychological 

viewpoint when in fact there are a million different ways to look at any circumstance.  In a creational 

world, nothing happens that isn't absolutely perfect and pointing us to a far greater possibility that's 

unfolding.  It's not about learning from our mistakes.   It's about creating from every circumstance to 

generate real life experiences of genius possibility to bring everything more alive.  

 

In a creational world, magic and miracles abound.  Not so much because you're one of the lucky ones, 

but because your orientation in this world is to embrace new possibilities, super charge the energy 

around it all, and source the brilliance of its outcomes.  In a genius creational world we come to every 

moment, every circumstance with a clear mind, open to the possibility that there's something 

stupendous happening here, ready to take the journey it offers into new horizons.  Practically that 

shows up as ...  

 you lose your job -- it's the opportunity to move to a better one or create your own business 

 you're concerned for your children because they're not fitting into school -- it's the moment where 

you get to see their true brilliance and mark their own journey on a path less travelled, yet equally 

filled with genius possibility  

 you split up with your partner -- you begin a new phase in your life, one that just might be filled 

with even more happiness, fulfilment and contribution.  

 

Genius creation offers a new look at Life!  It gifts us brilliant new ways of relating to things, of shifting 

our perspective ... et voila ... magic moves!  What if everyone is a creator of how Life shows up for us 

now?  What if every circumstance offers the opportunity for genius creation?  What if every person has 

the opportunity to change how we all view the world today?  What if we took every single view point, 

every single genius instinct, every single new perspective and rolled them up into a gigantic ball and 

called it Genius Planet -- Earth like it's never been before with each and every one of us a partner to it?  

 

I have a vision for a genius world -- 7 billion geniuses all thinking free and new, all creating geniusly, all 

orienting to new possibilities for us all.  This is the world of my visionary creation, the world I live in 

today in every single way.  Yes there is another world, one that's dragging its way into the 21st century 

hanging on to the old.  But we don't have to be a part of that!  Nor do we have to reject it or fix 

it!   Instead we can step sidewise and create the NEW ... a genius world with 7 billion genius all 

creating together throughout the planet.  
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THE ETERNAL NEW 

 

Let’s try looking at life from a different angle … one of 

eternal NEW’ness.  If we  could see our being’ness as a 

journey of consciousness -- you as a centre point, a magnet, 

a swirling vortex core for a streaming possibility of Life 

enhancing and enriching itself through a variety of 

experiences -- then we might better understand who we are and what we are capable of.  We each bring 

a unique, immeasurable contribution to the celebration, creation and evolvement of Life.  And just as 

equally, every single one of us dances in the stream of forever's consciousness and have access to all 

that has ever been as well as access to the eternally streaming genius NEW! 

 

It’s possible now for us to KNOW that no one ever really dies.  There‘s not just a beginning (your birth), a 

middle (your life here). and an end (your death).  There’s an eternally streaming journey in which you 

weave your dance of becoming through many threads, many players, many lifetimes, and many 

locations throughout the Cosmoses.  Perhaps each one of us is a chord of genius creation in the 

making.  Perhaps together we weave an eternally genius song -- a song of making beyond our current 

comprehension.  Perhaps a way of looking at our relationship to source / creator / godness (whatever 

term you choose to use) is one of G.O.D. as Genius On Demand!  Perhaps genius is the gift that the 

Eternal Forever New gives us to enchant Life anew throughout the cosmos and to discover ourselves as 

that source / creator / godness streaming genius into being! 

 

ODE TO GENIUS 

Here's to the silent ones, who quietly think new thoughts into being for us all. 

 

Here's to the radical ones, who rebel so brilliantly from all that is old. 

 

Here's to the brilliant ones, who shine like diamonds in our world. 

 

Here's to the joyful ones, who call laughter and play into the game for us all. 

 

Here's to the loving ones, who use their hearts like cosmic blasters to love us into our grace and glory. 

 

Here's to the little ones, the big ones and the in-betweens for gifting us the variety we so desperately 

need. 

 

Here's to the creative ones, who paint the most awesome pictures of possibility with their paints, words, 

and energy. 

 

And here's to the visionary ones, who open the doorways wide for us all to dance on through.  
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GENIUS IS THE SONG OF THE ENCHANTED 

UNIVERSE SINGING THROUGH YOU! 

 

Genius is your friend, your buddy, your 

creative partner when you call.  

 

Genius is your essence, your uniqueness, your 

signature song.  It's the fulfilment of your 

purpose, your passions, your visions and your 

power all rolled up into one. 

 

Genius is the song of your life!  It's the 

message you bring, the possibilities you create, 

the potential you fulfil ever more brilliantly. 

 

Genius is the song of the stars rising up in you 

to shape themselves in creations unheard of 

ever before! 

 

Genius offers you the wonders of the Cosmos, all streaming straight into you. 

 

Genius is the vibe, the frequency, the song, the energy, the consciousness of all Creation shaping itself 

through you, its Maker, into glorious expression. 

 

Genius is the face you wake to in the mornings and the voice you say goodnight to every night.  It's your 

true partner, your true essence, your true power shaping a life almost too brilliant to comprehend. 

 

Genius is the flow of the enchanted universe making music through your fingertips, painting pictures of 

wonder and delight with your words, enchanting Life with the marvels of its new creations!  
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GENIUS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

 

Genius is available for anyone and everyone.  

It doesn’t discriminate about age, sex, race, 

background, anything!  It doesn’t ask if you 

have credentials, letters behind your name, 

higher levels of learning or even particular 

skills.  Genius is an equal opportunity 

employer. 

 

If you were to submit a CV for genius, it 

would ask you to input … 

 your passions, 

 the things you deeply care about,  

 a sense of adventure, a willingness to 

go for it, to leap beyond the known! 

 

Genius wouldn’t sit you down and interview you for the job, making you wait to see if you are ’good 

enough’.  Instead it would invite you onto the genius playground, put you on the genius team, and make 

you first up and top batter!  Genius believes in you probably even more than you believe in yourself.   

 

Genius doesn’t expect too much of you other than to enjoy being you and to love bringing genius on 

through.  That’s not too much to ask for a starring role in the genius creation of a wondrous new world. 

 

So if you’re sitting there thinking you have to learn more, be more, practice rigorously, create better, 

etc., you can forget that.  Genius simply wants you to come play in its game being the brilliant genius 

you already are … the genius YOU!   
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Part Two 

 

Igniting Genius  

in Others 
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PART TWO ~ UNLEASHING GENIUS IN OTHERS 

 

Hopefully you’ve now got a good grasp of 

understanding of what new genius is, how your own 

unique genius plays, and how to stream genius 

through in all you’re up to.  Next, we’re going to play 

with how to ignite, activate, catalyse and unleash 

genius in others.  The obvious process for that would 

match everything we just did in part one … a step by 

step process with loads of follow up practice in order 

to be sure you get it right before you actually try it 

out on someone.  But as you may have figured already, we don’t tend to work like that.  So first let’s 

review the processes from part one  … 

 

 Connect  (1) with your genius being, (2) with the person you’re going to ignite genius for, (3) 

with Life and (4) with the streaming flow of genius. 

 

 See this person’s genius being (greater) and genius essence (inner).  Help them to get a sense of 

their genius at the biggest levels of themselves.  Here you’re creating the greater platform / 

foundation / energetics for this person to leap into their genius like never before. 

 

 Ask them the 5 questions from page 5 in order to begin to get them aware of their genius and 

any thoughts or beliefs they have around that. 

 1.  Do you believe you are a genius?  What story do you tell yourself about this? 

 2.  What one thing do you do better than anyone else you know? 

 3.  What do you care about being different in the world — not from the place of fixing it, but from 

the place of creating it? 

 4.  Ask someone who knows you and likes you what your genius is. 

 5.  If you could be a genius in anything at all, what would that be? 

 

 Help them find a new story for themselves that empowers their genius.  That might include a 

shift of perspective or a complete new way of looking at themselves and life. 

 

 See this person as an amazing being, full of incredible potential and limitless possibilities.  Over 

ride any thoughts you have of anything other than that about them.  Be willing to see them like 

they’ve never been seen before.  The power of your seeing calls them into the fullness of their 

genius being. 
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The Art of Igniting Genius in Another 

 

Beyond even all that, there’s an extra, magical, almost miraculous, step that you can take that works in 

some (but not necessarily all instances).  Here we’re going to take a leap and dive right straight into the 

full power of genius ignition.   

 

To ignite genius in others, you can’t do it half heartedly or with any doubts about whether or not you can 

do it.  Yes, I know, that’s a bit of a chicken and egg scenario.  You might think you need to dabble with 

this and get some proof for it before launching in with others.  But I’m going to show you a magic touch 

route to genius.  So this time, the whole thing gets turned on its head and you have to be willing to play 

first and foremost at your best and greatest before you get the proof that it’s working.  So that being 

said, once again, you want to stand full on in the streaming of genius.   

 

Imagine you’re standing on a beautiful mountain top with 

incredible views of this thriving, gorgeous planet.  As you 

stand there, the sun shines brilliantly, falling sweetly in 

through your skin to light you up from the inside out.  The 

wind carries the fruits of sweet essence upon it.  It’s a soft 

summer wind that swirls through you, lifting you up, and 

making you feel the world is all perfect today!  Your arms 

are thrown out to the wild wonders of Life!  Your laughter 

bubbles up from within.  There is not a greater moment 

than this one right now.  Every cell of you is alive and your 

whole being is revelling in the beauty of Life!  You can do ANYTHING because Life is your friend and 

Genius is your playground. 

 

Become the flow of genius, the song of genius, the dance of genius, the source of genius itself.  Smile as 

you feel genius pouring onto this planet for all to engage with.  This is a super exhilarated state in which 

you’ve surrendered into the genius play. 

 

Now, from this beautiful space you’re in, see the person you’re working with out in front of you (as if he/

she is floating on the winds of sunbeams)  Imagine it if you need to.  There they are in their full awesome 

glory, nothing held back, no human being traits minimising them, no past history defining them, 

absolutely nothing in the way of them being purely, genuinely, totally themselves today! 

 

There’s such an art to this and the art is actually in how you’re FEELING about it all.  It’s the feeling that 

cause the ripples in the field to generate a new energetic reality that they can live within.  You’re not 

trying to figure anything out or build anything specific for them.  It’s really the feeling of wonder that 

engages the movement.  So whatever images, thoughts, intentions, feelings, etc. that get you into the 

space of awesome wonder, use that now. 
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Imaginating  

Genius For Others 

 

When you’re in this exhilarated feeling state and you’re 

being there fully for another to show up into it, t’s like 

you’re IMAGINATING them into reality.   

Imagine:   to form a mental image of something not 

present 

Imaginate:  to source the reality of something from the 

pure experience of fantastical imagining 

 

You’re the movie director and reality shows up as you are willing to see and feel it.  So imaginate their 

brilliance, their genius, their greatness already there.  Give yourself fully into the experience of this and 

have fun playing in the dance of it all.  As you do this, you will likely have the experience of seeing the 

energy / the being / the forces of Life moving into play to sparkle that person up in ways they may not 

have known before.  You’re making them a star in their own movie and offering that to them as a reality 

of Life from this point forward. 

 

Ok, I know, this is a bit out there for anyone who’s just coming into all of this.  But it is what I’ve 

experienced that works brilliantly in some cases.  I’m sure it does help somewhat in all cases, but some 

more than others.  In some instances, the results you’ll see will be nothing short of miraculous.  So I’d 

recommend giving it a go to achieve optimum results for the people you’re doing this for. 

 

In the past 10 years, we’re trained visionary coaches to : 

 see the levels of someone’s being,  

 call their potential present,   

 shift perspectives so they can see themselves as a greater being, and finally t 

 call them fully alive, fully into Life here on planet Earth.   

But imaginating someone’s genius, in the way we’re talking about here, is beyond that!  You could say as 

an imaginator of Life and of genius that you’re being the source of Life, the creator of reality, the igniter 

of genius.  And in this state, there’s pretty much no you present as you do this.  So there’s no ego at play 

at all because there’s no you and ALL you doing it.  You’re so in the exhilaration, the awe, the wonder of 

who this person is that the movement pretty much takes care of itself.  Are there cases where you 

wouldn’t do this?  Yes, for sure.  If someone doesn’t want their genius activated, they hold the priority 

for their outcomes.  But if you hold a natural belief that everyone wants to be seen, to be known, to be 

understood at a level beyond the norm, then you offer them a leap onto the Genius playground that can 

alter their lives and their view of themselves forever! 
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IGNITING GENIUS 

 

OK, you’ve done this amazing thing for this person … you’ve 

imaginated them into more than they may have ever known 

themselves as before.  Let that settle in with them for a bit.  

Let them talk about the experience and the feelings if they’d 

like to.  Don’t necessarily expect an immediate response to 

what you’ve just done.  In fact, they might in the first few 

minutes say there’s no difference at all.  But give it a few 

hours or an overnight and wow, they tend to come more 

alive than before , showing up passionately and brilliantly. 

 

So once that’s settled in a bit with them, then there’s a second piece you can do as well and that’s 

igniting the inner genius fire / spark … the place from whence passion, vision, and inner genius fires 

into play. 

 

I do inner ignition differently than imaginating someone’s genius being.  You may find your own genius 

way of doing this, so do play with it and find your unique way through it all.  Here’s mine in case it lends 

substance and direction to your journey of finding your own. 

 

First I pretend to be this person.  That gives me an energetic take on them and allows me to ignite the 

genius speak in them from my own genius source point.  It’s not really about doing anything to them or 

going into them and making something happen.  It’s more like creating a ‘pretend’ energetic blueprint 

of them aligned with their inner genius core — and then you, pretending to be them, ignite that core.  It 

has a very collective versus an individual feel to it as you do this.  It’s like being the source of Life and 

igniting the genius fire/spark for everyone while pretending to be this particular person.  I know it 

sounds a bit complicated, but it’s actually very simple and it only sounds complicated because I’m trying 

to describe a process that’s not been in our normal range of play.  Once you try it, it becomes obvious 

how it works and you’ll discover that this is a brilliant, non-intrusive way of working with people to help 

them ignite and unleash their passions, visions, genius and brilliance. 

 

Try it out.  Play with it.  Pretend to be someone you know and love now and see what kind of input you 

get.  This is a great way to see what’s really going on with a person from their energetic experience of it.  

If you can find someone to do this with who will sit with you and give you feedback on the accuracy of 

your discoveries, all the better.  But remember, this is not about intruding into someone’s emotions and 

experiences.  It’s about being able to understand the dynamics at play in order to really assist a person 

with their genius ignition.  Once you get the hang of it, it’s an incredible tool for understanding people 

on a whole other level and gets rid of any misunderstandings completely.  Plus it also has a brilliant 

impact on our collective genius ignition at the same time. 
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GENIUS LISTENING 

 

You can also listen genius to come through as another is speaking.  We call this Genius Listening.  Let’s 

look at five levels of listening and how each level occurs energetically: 

 

1. No listening:  Listening to your self think while someone else is talking.  There’s no stream of 

energy or connection between you at all.  It’s a complete disconnect.   At this level, the person 

speaking will often stumble with their words and find it difficult and almost impossible to speak. 

2. Attentive listening:  Listening attentively with your ears to the words.  You are literally listening to 

what they are saying.  The stream of energy is moving from their mouth to your ears and up into 

your brain.  It’s connected and you’re affirming (most likely with a nod of your head) that you’re 

listening, but it’s very passive and non-energetically engaged. 

3. Deep listening:  Listening with all of you to the thing they’re really wanting to say, but perhaps not 

quite articulating yet.  Some call this telepathic listening, but it’s not mind reading.  Instead it’s 

about reading the deep stream of energy that’s coming from the deep inner of that person to 

access the depth of what they’re really wanting to say.  There’s a wonderful energetic connection 

happening at this level and you are listening with much more than your ears. 

4. Transformative listening:  Listening to their greater being speaking while calling them fully 

present here now as all they can be.  Here the energetic connection is between your vast being 

and their vast being.  You’re seeing them and listening them really BIG, sourcing a brilliant and 

wonderful space for them to show up into.  Here they tend to speak visions easily and speak more 

fluidly as their greater self because you’re sourcing the space for that. 

5. Genius listening:   Here you’re calling the genius stream of what wants to be said and drawing 

that through into genius speaking.  You want to listen them like genius is about to stream through 

their lips or fingertips, like they’re about to say something astounding and new.  Be excited...be 

very excited and you’ll find yourself moving from listening as a passive listening partner to a co-

creative partner co-generating their genius speaking — what Life wants said through them now. 

 

It’s amazing to work like this with someone.  It’s exhilarating and fun beyond anything you may have 

done before.   Try it out, play with it, and see what shows up around you when you genius listen people 

you know. 

 

We’re being asked to upgrade ourselves, our being, and our genius to the next levels of play.  This isn’t 

like old genius where you simply point them to their passions and off they go, or teach them to pluck 

genius from the genius field and they’re off and rolling.  This is about an upgrade of being to a level 

we’ve not been before.  A new race of genii on a genius planet.  So in doing this — imaginating and 

igniting someone’s genius — know that you are doing something evolutionarily genius here.  More than 

working with this individual, you are sourcing a new race of beings for us all to become.  And that takes 

us into Genius 4.0 … the new genii us. 
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Part Three 

 

Collective Genius  
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PART THREE:  COLLECTIVE GENIUS 

 

Genius 4.0 ... A new race of genii 

 

Genius 1.0:  Those exceptional, seemingly unexplainable, 'born with 

it' few who mark the remarkable pinnacle of human achievement.   

 

Genius 2.0:  Those special people who flow genius in brilliant artistic 

ways -- writers, poets, artists, musicians, philosophers, futurists, etc.   

 

Genius 3.0:  Every person streaming genius ideas, innovation and 

imagination as a natural way of life.   

 

Genius 4.0 is collective genius — us as a brand new race of genii beings co-creating a genius world.  

Some might think this a mind-blowing concept, but I think it’s the next natural step for us all.  A new kind 

of collective genius that will change the face and fabric of the planet forever! 

 

Over the past decade we’re been morphing from the inside out and the outside in.  Downloads of new 

frequencies, consciousness, and being’ness are reshaping us into expansive, super conscious, cosmicly 

aware beings.  Inner explosions of passion, vision and brilliance are opening us up to whole new horizons 

of ourselves.  As the explosive inner meets the expansive greater, a new exhilarating state of being is 

created … a complete redesign of the fabric of human being.  We’re being plugged into the cosmic grid, 

upgraded with new energetic frequencies, downloaded with infinite intelligence, and opened up to the 

forever NEW.  This changes, transforms, morphs and evolves us into something brand new.  A genii race 

of super creative beings. 

 

I believe this is happening to every single person all around the world.  How would you know if this has 

been happening to you? 

1. You may have experienced times of big energy rushes, which you might have loved or been 

discombobulated by. 

2. You have likely been letting go of the old, getting ready to embody the new in a state of clarity and 

freedom from the past. 

3. You, like many, may have been feeling a yearning to make a difference, to fulfil your greater 

potential, to come alive in vibrant new ways. 

4. You may be falling in love with and touched deeply by pictures of the Cosmos and of the Earth in 

space. 

5. And finally, you may be experiencing a sense of brilliant detachment, seeing with a new clarity the 

potential of things unfolding.  
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COLLECTIVE GENIUS ~ EXPONENTIALLY CREATING 

 

Imagine a world where every single person on it is a genius — a world where we celebrate, seek, and 

create that with everyone’s genius input included.  There’s something exponential that happens when 

everyone’s genius is engaged.  You might think that would be chaos, with most people wanting their 

ideas, their way, their approach to be used.  But in fact, it’s the exact opposite when you’re in the 

genius zone.  Moving into collective genius brings everyone together in a synergistic, exponential way 

that will surprise and enchant you. 

 

The Visionary Network has been playing with this in real life, collaborative situations for years now.  We 

love working together with everyone aligned for the greater flow, bigger purpose, and optimum 

outcomes.  When one person is speaking, the others listen with genius power, presencing what wants 

to be said through that person.  It’s not quite like we’re one voice, because each has their own brilliant, 

unique input to make, but all the voices and inputs are synergised for maximum exponential output. 

 

The exponentiality of collective genius happens because in order to access the genius state, you have to; 

1. raise your frequency,  

2. plug into streaming genius flow, and  

3. orient yourself to the NEW, the unexpected, the unknown … to limitless possibilities.   

 

Once you’re in this high vibe state, there’s no agenda, no expectations, and most importantly of all, no 

ego — no sense of self identity to hang onto.  You find you’re all connected, aligned to the greatest 

outcomes, calling genius into play, and excitedly creating new possibilities together.  You become a 

genius collective, with each one bringing their own unique genius, passions, visions, and talents to the 

party, yet so inter-connected that it occurs like one aligned creation.  There’s no push or pull.   

 

It’s leaderful without one person having to oversee it or control it.  

Whoever needs to take the lead in various moments throughout knows 

the right moment and steps in perfectly.  It’s theirs to source in that 

moment and the group feels the flow and goes with it brilliantly. 

 

In the traditional sense, leadership is a lonely word.  The leader carries the 

burden of responsibility and often stands at the top of the heap expected to don the lone hero’s cape 

and pull the magic rabbit out of the hat.  In collective genius, leadership transforms into leaderful 

creation and a new leader’ing ability shows up in which anyone can activate, inspire, catalyse and 

engage leaderful creation in every single person playing!  They make room for that to show up by 

celebrating every single person’s contribution while listening for their brilliance as leaderful creators. 
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OPERATING IN THE GENIUS ZONE TOGETHER 

 

You can tell when genius has gone exponentially collective because there’s such a buzz that no one 

wants to stop the conversation.  It’s a natural high.  It’s where groups or teams operate as one motion, 

one creation flow, one exhilarated movement.  This is where Olympic records are broken.  They’re 

operating in the zone together — a super connected, high vibrating state where genius naturally flows 

and co-creation is optimised.  There’s a sense of surrender involved in getting into the zone, but even 

though it might initially feel like a surrender of self, it actually creates an optimisation of self and all that 

you’re capable of, especially in synergistic flow with others who are operating in that zone with you.  

Some years ago we energised an Olympic dragon boat racing team for the European Olympics and after 

they won the gold, our contact said that they felt like one oar rowing and that the euphoric state 

created from that experience stayed with them all for three days after the race.   

 

To get yourself into the genius zone … 

1. Take a deep breath and let your energies expand from the centre point out.   

2. Think of something you love and let that fabulous energy fill you up.   

3. Imagine you’re out in space looking at a magnificent view of the Earth, aware of the vast wonder 

of Life all around you.  Or if that doesn’t fit you, imagine something else that lights you up from 

the inside out. 

4. Connect with the streaming flow of Life and call the limitless Life source energy through you, 

gifting that energy to the word. 

5. Allow yourself to surrender into the exhilarating feeling of it all. 

You are now IN THE ZONE!  How does it feel?  What’s different from your normal walking around state?  

Are you more consciously aware?  Are you more highly energised?  Is your sense of knowing engaged?  

What’s different here?  Explore it and see.  And finally, can you see how you can recreate this state at 

will? 

 

To get a group or team into the genius zone … 

1. Source the space that they’ll be operating in as a genius space.  That means you work with the 

room, the company, the venue, the space to line it up for the greatest potential to be realised.  

You lift the vibe and activate creation within it so that when others walk into the space, they’re 

automatically engaged in the higher vibe and the streaming genius flow. 

2. When the group first arrives in the room, ask them all to align first with one another and then to 

the greatest outcomes.  You’ll be amazed how this simple step will generate a cohesive group co-

creating wonderfully. 

3. Ask them each to think of something they love to get themselves into a great space to create 

from.  Et voila, let the genius flow! 
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CREATING A GENIUS CULTURE 

 

Operating in the genius zone is about more than just how 

you create together in a single meeting.   Genius happens 

brilliantly when it’s infused into a genius culture.  Here 

are some suggestions for creating that … 

 

 Make sure that each person feels valued and 

excited about creating new ideas, concepts, etc.   

Everyone should be honoured for their genius input, free 

to offer that at the drop of a hat, with their ideas 

welcomed and considered even if they’re not acted upon in the end result. 

 

 Give people the opportunity to contribute in their own unique ways.  Leave the door open to 

things you haven’t thought of yet and invite that from everyone.  Consider that the receptionist or 

factory worker might have genius ideas that top the CEO’s.  

 

 The alignment of the group, team or company is essential.  You want to make sure that each 

person involved is aligned to and resonant with the group and the shared creation / vision.  

 

 Show the whole group how to source a genius space and how to genius listen others.  Let 

everyone be a part of the genius creation. 

 

 Train your people how to see the potential in everything that happens.  So if conflict or problems 

do show up, the players will be equipped to turn problems into potential and challenges into 

opportunities.  Genius listening really helps with this. 

  

 Make sure the space the collective is going to work in (whether that’s a meeting room, outdoors 

or a whole company building) WORKS!  That means light, good energy, colour, good air flow, 

comfy seating, and space to move around excitedly.   And bring some excitement and fun into it if 

you can.  Genius flows better when you’re having a great time. 

 

Genius culture doesn’t work if it’s just for some things and for some of the time.  Genius culture has to 

be a full time, fully integrated way of working within a business, group, team or project.  It’s a come 

from place … a way of being and working together across the board.  Once the players in a genius 

collective recognise this, it’s ‘game on’ with exciting and brilliant results. 
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Genius Leadership … Making the world a greater place 

 

Traditional leadership is about being the one at the top 

carrying the burden of responsibility, making sure everyone 

else is heading where you're pointing. 

 

Creational leadership is about creating the way forward with 

others who share your visions.  It's leaderful, collaborative, 

innovative and a lot more fun. 

 

Genius leadership is about thinking beyond what is and 

calling others into genius invention.  It’s about playing in the 

NEW, bringing everyone into exponential genius creation for greater visions and new breakthroughs.  A 

genius leader sources and inspires genius in everyone around them – bringing new possibilities into play 

– embodying a kind of iconic leadership that lasts beyond a lifetime.  A genius leader turns a switch on for 

each person's desire to contribute and make a difference in the world -- then puts them in collective co-

creation where everyone's genius is contributed and honoured.  Genius leadership isn't just for the 

genius few, but can be embodied by anyone with vision and passion.  

 

Genius leaders nurture the greatness that lies sleeping within everyone, unleashing the genius that wants 

to emerge in the world through them.   They don’t just create from their own genius, they call genius 

from everyone all around them. 

 

Genius leaders don’t sit at the top, at the pinnacle of power and authority.  They sit at the core of 

collective creation.  They’re genius collective makers and their skill is that of a conductor orchestrating a 

genius symphony to create what has never been before. 

 

So what is a genius business then?   

 A collective genius playground where everyone’s genius is celebrated and integrated into the 

creations of the whole. 

 A collective genius orchestra re-inventing how genius shows up in the world. 

 A collective genius symphony inspiring and igniting a world of genius. 

 

Genius leaders stand for genius in every moment, every person, every creation.  It’s not something you 

pop in and out of.  It’s who you are in the world 24/7.  It doesn’t mean you have to show up as a genius 

all the time.  But it does mean that you’re there for genius showing up whenever it’s ready to flow and 

whoever it’s ready to flow through.  You look constantly for the NEW.  You call it from the people you 

create with.  You are a steward for genius in the world, creating like never before! 
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The Genius Game Adventure 

 

So, there you have it.  You’ve made your way through the Genius Game and hopefully you’ve come out of 

it with genius streaming through you in all that you do.  Let’s recap the journey … 

 

We started this adventure by looking at the Genius You … discovering Genius 3.0 … streaming genius 

coming through every single person on the planet.  Next, we worked on ways to unleash your own quirky, 

wonderful genius by unleashing your inner genius essence and connecting to ‘Big Brain’ consciousness.  

We looked at how to creating the NEW in terms of ideas, innovation, and imagination.  We looked at 

some great tips for genius living and how to bring streaming genius flow to all that you do. 

 

Next we worked on igniting genius in others, how to activate genius in them and listen genius through 

them.  And from there, we moved into collective genius territory … us as a new race of genii co-creating a 

genius future.  We played with getting into the genius zone together, creating a genius culture, and wjat 

genius leadership looks like from this place. 

 

For me, the journey of writing this book, has been about realising that genius is much, much more than 

we have imagined.  It’s literally about a new relationship with the Cosmos, with the forces of grand 

Creation, and with the magic of the enchanted universe as it flows through us to enhance, enrich and 

enchant Life in wonderful new ways.  It’s about sourcing a genius future together, taking us beyond 

imagining ‘where no man has gone before!’  The adventure of a lifetime!  Ahhh, does Life get any better 

than this! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Believe in your genius.  Make friends with it.  Let it be your guide and partner in all you’re up to.  May 

your genius soar through you in wondrous ways and may your contribution to this planet and beyond be 

all that you could ever dream it to be! 

           Soleira 


